Dick Stolpe, Capt. USN Ret. (61) of Los Alamos, New Mexico.
Acclaimed New Mexico August 1976 Athlete of the Month for White Plains and Toronto age group sprint accomplishments.

Dick Stolpe as a Div I-B Master made his mark by setting a U.S. Masters 400m record at 51.7 and did equally well in the sprints and relays. Like Bill Fitzgerald, he stepped gracefully up to Div II-A in '75 (born March 9, 1925) and continued with his old tricks, showing his skills to all competitors in the 50 plus age group, with a 54.9 400m and at White Plains he won the 400, 200, and 100m events in his division. At Toronto he did equally well making the same three event sweep while overcoming severe leg problems.

The retired Navy Captain has Masters bests of 10.6 100m (age 45) and 46.1 22.9 200m (age 45), and 51.7 400m (age 47).

Perhaps the fact that Dick lives and works at 6000 feet has something to do with his continued success. Although a sprinter, he accompanied his 19 year-old daughter Margorie on a 20 mile run recently—all at altitudes ranging from a "low" of 6300 to a high of 7300 feet. In finishing the distance, Margorie raised $625 for the fight against multiple sclerosis.

Dick doesn't plan to come down from the mountains until '77 when he will once again descend on Div II-A like a plague at Gothenburg, Sweden for the Second World Masters.

Continued on page 4
Masters Scene

by PETER MUNDLE

Making Headlines

DUTCH WARMERDAM, one of the greatest names in track history, and holder of the world pole vault record at 15-7½ for 15 years, returned to action with gusto at age 60. His 4328 decathlon total bested the old 60-64 division best by 100 points and included a 10 6 vault and a 5.0 high jump (which toppled the 4-10½ record of Canada’s Ian Humne and the 4-9½ US mark of Virgil McIntyre). Dutch also got an age-60 discus mark of 142.2.

It was Warmerdam’s first competition since retiring in 1942. “It feels good to be a record holder again,” said the sonorous Fresno State coach. “It gives a great deal of personal satisfaction.” Due to his busy coaching and meet directing duties, he doubts he will be able to do it again.

The same 1975 season ending meet (Glendale, Dec. 6?) produced other records. Russ Hargreaves (65) ups his own 65-69 decathlon mark to 2265. Stan Herrmann (71) at 1244 and Jim Vemon (58) 10-event record fell to Iceland’s Valbjorn Thorlaksson (41), whom 6402 added nearly 300 points to the old 6110 record of New Zealand’s Roy Williams.

AGILE 70-YEAR-OLDS picked up 20 of 29 world and US records set in a Santa Barbara meet, Oct. 4. The usually-busy Paul Spangler (76) found time to garner world age bests at 100 yards (22.5), 880 (3:26.4), mile (7:17.2) and two miles (15:19.8). Stan Herrmann ups his own 70 hammer mark to 104.1, while John Whittemore’s 72 2 javelin throw claimed a new mark.

Herrmann lost a mark in the 65-69 shot where Vernon Cheedle (65) reached 44-3½. Joe Corso (65) added 8” to the 65-69 long jump best with his 14-8 leap. Russ Hargreaves’ 22.0 hurdle effort clipped a full half-second from Bob MacConaghy’s old mark.

IN THE NATIONAL Masters marathon championship (Central Point, Ore., Oct. 12), Clive Davies (60) of Portland shocked with a superb 2:47:46 to become the first over-60 marathoner to run under 2:50. Monty Montgomery’s 2:53:01 of 71 (a mark many thought would last for decades) has been bettered twice recently. It fell first at the World Masters Games last summer to Scotland’s Gordon Pearsone with 2:51:13 before getting the business from Davies.

The winner of the national title was Ray Menzie (40) of Mill Valley, Calif., at 2:36:40. Norman Bright (65) of Seattle posted a division-winning 3:10:54, while Jim Olsen (57) of Santa Monica, Calif., was the 55-59 winner at 2:53:10 (just off his own age record of 2:52:52).

In the national Masters cross country title race (Van Cortland Park, Nov. 15), Larry Damon toppled the field over the 10,000-meter route with 34:58, eclipsing the course record by two minutes. Other division winners were Larry O’Neil (50-59) in 38:30 and John Wall (60-69) at 42:05.

MEANWHILE, Australia’s John Gilmour continued strongly after his top performances in the World Masters Games. Gilmour, 56, picked up two more world 55-59 division records, a 4:22.0 1500 and 9:22.8 3000. He lowered his own marks of 4:28.3 and 9:30.0.

In the US, Richard Bradenbeck (70) covered 8 miles, 664 yards in one hour to boost the 70- and over world best, while Chuck McMahon (60) whipped the women’s javelin 141-9 to top the 60-64 best (134-2 by Ken Corine).

Reprint of Courtesy of Track & Field News

False Starts

FITNESS IS WHERE YOU FIND IT... USMMA member WALT FREDERICK, Division 3, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, writes that he has started a most successful men’s and women’s physical fitness program at his church. Fifty women showed up for the Wednesday program and eighty for the Saturday. Congratulations to friend Walt on his organizing this worthwhile program... We were sorry to learn that USMMA member and outstanding runner from the Middle West, JIMMY HERSHEBERGER, and his family, suffered a tragedy when their 21-year-old son died of an overdose of self-inflicted drugs. One can never become complacent and assume that drug addiction cannot strike at home — your house, mine or anyone’s... Division 1-8 may rest easy as JACK GREENWOOD passed into the ranks of the 50-year-olds, February ‘76. In so doing, he is current world record age group holder 45-49 in the open DECATHLON (4,754 points), 400 meters 52.0, 100 meters hurdles 55.2, and 110 meter hurdles 15.0... We see where at the FOURTH ISLAND MARATHON, PORTLAND, OREGON in November, 68-year-old ALFRED TREMBLAY of YAKIMA, WASHINGTON, ran the classic distance in 3 hrs 22 min 20 sec, and only 62 minutes behind the 21-year-old winner of the event... A note from HAROLD BERBERIAN, where he states, “My whole life has been involved in athletics with the dream of my youth to compete for my country and to carry our flag. I was never good enough in any sport in my younger days and the same goes for my older years. And if it wasn’t for you and your dream and efforts in creating the Masters, the opportunity for mine to come true wouldn’t have been. So I want to thank you, one American boy to another...”

U.S. MASTERS INTERNATIONAL TRACK TEAM

“BERBERIAN, you may recall, together with STAN HERRMANN carried the USMMA banner at Toronto... Release of PETE MUNDLE’S list of 1975 U.S. and World Bests in each age group has solicited some response, with CHUCK MCMAHON nominating BILL MORALES (55-59) for his fine performances through the years in the javelin. In the 70 to 74 age group, he nominates WYN McADDEN, an all around field event man, plus the sprints. In the 60 to 64 age group, he suggests DUD DEACON, however, he neglected the fact that Bud was injured much of 1975 and failed to compete in TORONTO. Incidentally, Bud has been seriously ill and is now, hopefully, on the road to recovery. Chuck himself holds numerous javelin, discus, shot and hammer age group records, and should also be given serious consideration for his performances in the field events in 1975... The smiling giant, 6’8”, 236 lb. TOM MONTGOMERY, of UPLAND, CALIFORNIA, has been in athletics most of his adult life, competing at Stanford University where he had a 16 lb. shot best of 92 ft., 5 in. Thereafter, he competed 25 years for the SAN FRANCISCO OLYMPIC CLUB, where he put the shot, discus, hammer and weights. In 1962 at age 48, he was PACIFIC COAST AAU CHAMPION in the 16 lb. weight, and holds 23 AAU Medals. As a Master in Division III-A (62 years of age), he has put the right hand pound 47½”, the 12 lb. hammer 126½” (American record), and the one kg discus, 127”.

Continued on page 11
With the Masters movement entering its age of maturity, following 1975's World Games in Toronto, we decided it was time to select annual Athletes of the Year for each of the five-year divisions.

This voting was done by leading figures in the Masters movement throughout the world. Additional weight was given to those who competed in the World Games and proved their worth in head-to-head competition with the world's best.

In case of ties, the decathlon tables and/or Phil Partridge's tables were used to evaluate performances. It is difficult to rate performances in different events, but Phil has created a table which evaluates performances according to age.

Anyone interested in learning more about these tables should write Phil at 17 Columbia St., Apt. 17-B, New York, N.Y., 10002.

The Masters program, since its inception, has promoted the idea that everyone who participates is a winner. We honor the best athletes, but in so doing we also honor all who have ever participated.

The best of 1975:

I (40-44) - JACK FOSTER
New Zealand distance star Foster just edged fellow distance man Roy Fowler of Britain. Early in the year Foster ran world record times of 14:07.0 and 29:11.4, but he didn't compete at the World Games. Foster also turned in a 2:17:24 in his best event, the marathon. At 44, he still has a shot at the Olympics in the 26-miler. Following Foster in runup positions were hammer thrower Howard Payne (GB) and distance man Albie Thomas (Aus).

United States - Selected as the nation's top performer was Ed McCombs of Baltimore, winner of four golds in the shot and discus at the Nationals and World Games. Following him were Dave Jackson, Hal Higdon and Thane Bader.

I (85-49) - JACK GREENWOOD
This Medicine Lodge, Kan., performer had the widest margin of votes in any of the categories. He also collected more golds than anyone else and each win was a high-caliber performance. This included 11.4w, 23.2w, 52.0, 15.3w and 58.7 at the Nationals and 11.6, 23.8, 15.6 and 57.8 at the World Games.

For the World's best Masters athlete, I have to pick Jack Greenwood, who in my opinion dominated his division more than any other winner. He is a great competitor and has never lost a race in a big meet as a Masters runner. He won his nine golds even though he gave away many years to younger runners in his division, at age 49. Look out IIA in 1976 — he is a super athlete indeed! His top competition for outstanding athlete honors came from jumpers Shirley Davison and Roger Ruth.

IIA (50-54) - BILL FITZGERALD
Bill was another overwhelming favorite. In both Toronto and White Plains, the Palo Verdes, Calif., star took on the best in the world, three times beating the talented Australian crew. Adding to his laurels, Fitzgerald had earlier shattered the world mile record with his 4:32.2 and added the 800 mark (2:01.1). Closest to him was Aussie Theo Orr, who won four golds at Toronto but couldn't catch him in the 1500.

IIA (55-59) - JOHN GILMOUR
Aussie Gilmour had five golds in the two big meets, including a world record 9:28.0 in the Toronto 3000. He also won the Toronto 5000 and the White Plains 1500, 3000 and 10,000. After the World meet he lowered his 3000 record to 9:22.8. His closest competition was fellow Aussie George McGrath.

United States - Al Guidet (California City, Calif.) had his usual galaxy of good wins with eight golds in the sprint events to easily be the best US athlete. Following him was jumper Gordon Farrell.

IIA (60-64) - KONSTANTY MAKSIMCZYK
Maksimczyk's superior throwing gave him the edge over the US's Fritz Sjostrand. The Briton won four golds in the shot and discus at the two big meets, including a world record 140-3 discus spin at Toronto.

United States - Sjostrand had five golds in the sprints, including world's best (but windy) times in the 100m and 200m. Next best in this country was distance standout Bill Andberg.

III (65-69) - NORMAN BRIGHT
The Seattle flash dominated this division with three world record runs in Toronto — the 800 (2:27.2), 1500 meters (4:59.8) and 8000 (12:24.8). Other contenders: Merv Jenkinson of Australia, Tedde Jensen of Sweden and Sacramento's Ken Carnine (world discus record).

IV (70-74) - HAROLD CHAPSON
Chapson, one of the tough bunch from Hawaii, was a heavy favorite, even though he passed the World Games after the Nationals. At White Plains he won the 400, 800 and 1500, the latter in world-record time (5:21.1). During the year, Chapson also broke another six world records, including the 800 (2:35.4), mile (5:52.3), 2m (12:04.2), 3m (20:14.4), 5000 (20:51.6) and 10,000 (44:31.0). Also outstanding: San Diego's Wynn McFadden, Santa Barbara's Stu Herrman and West Germany's F. Poschman.

IVB (75-Plus) - PAUL SPANGLER
Spaninger (San Luis Obispo, Calif.) also competed only in White Plains, but got four wins — the 800 (3:27.7), 1500 (6:33.9), 5000 (23:30.0) and 10,000 (54:47.0). Following him were field eventers Walt Westbrook and Buell Crane.

Jack Greenwood - best of them all?
meets are common in South Africa). The facility was an amazing example of what the government is attempting to do to upgrade athletic facilities for its coloreds and blacks. The tragedy of all this, however, is that it keeps the races apart - a government policy - and requires the expenditure of millions of dollars to accommodate the blacks. The homes in the colored area - although modest - for the most part are acceptable low housing by U.S. standards. A few appeared to be living in hustings. We never did get into the black township and were advised that a special permit had to be obtained in order to do so. We also saw cricket grounds (white) and a quite good athletic facility with large stands.

Since Dave and Cynthia had never seen lawn bowling, we asked to be taken to the local club. As it was Sunday morning, we were escorted to the local club where we observed men engaged in play. The game is conducted in a relaxed atmosphere with participants wearing white uniforms who roll a bowler over a curved ball approximately 100 ft. away, the object being to come the closest to the object ball. Since the hand rolled ball is weighted on one side, it will curve either to the right or left and considerable skill is displayed by the bowlers in curving around balls previously thrown. We asked for a demonstration and both Dave and the writer were given an opportunity to practice with the balls, giving us the opportunity to appreciate the subtleties of the game.

Later we checked into the Hotel Inn near the beach and went for a run up to the nearby university building in the sand dunes and very spread out. It had an excellent 400 M track, with very good stands. Our running companion, Mr. Norwell Smith, advised us that from 2,000 to 4,000 people would turn up for a Masters Athletics meeting should we compete in Port Elizabeth. We questioned this - we were aware of the "east" and would not attend Master's meets in the U.S. - but he assured us that it would be the case. We returned via a nice rolling golf course built on the dunes getting in about an eight mile run.

**Monday 12/16/75**

Up again at 9:30 for early departure from P.E. to East London, only 35 minutes flight north on the coast. Our first effort to land was aborted, however, when the pilot couldn't see the strip at 200 ft. and had to pull up. We returned to P.E. where we changed planes and took a second crack at East London. This time we made it in a pitting rain and were greeted with large umbrellas as we exited from the airport and sloshed to the modest terminal. Here we were greeted by Chris Engelbrecht, a warrant officer in the local police force and active off the in the local athletics, and Phil Nande, Director of Sport and Recreation in the area. We repaired to our beach front hotel for some refreshment, as we had missed breakfast, and waited for the weather to clear. After much palpation and phone calls, we decided to try for Umtata, the capital of the newly emerging black nation on Transkei, (which is scheduled for full independence October 28, 1978), where most civil service posts are filled by blacks and only a handful of white advisors remain.

The drive to Umtata of 150 miles was most interesting as we were surprised by the good two lane surface road and bridge construction projects. It had been raining for nearly 24 hours, and all streams and rivers were in heavy flood bearing large amounts of soil. On further observation, we noted the black farmers had overgrazed much of the land, leaving it badly eroded with large ravines where the soil had washed out even more. It was obvious that absolutely no effort at land conservation, soil erosion control or crop rotation had been employed; the practice being to abandon the circular mud thatched huts when the land gave out and move to a new area. Further, the area is short of male labor as most of the young men sign on as contract labor for eight to twelve month periods and leave the farms. Those whom left behind, however, consider it beneath them to engage in heavy farming, leaving that to the women and children. These behavior patterns will undoubtedly change as we learned in conference with the Minister of Education, 61 year old Dr. G. L. Kakana, a black, with whom we had an audience. He stated that some 500,000 black children are currently in school in the Transkei with a ten year plan to wipe out illiteracy entirely.

The obvious efforts of the South Africans to prepare the Transkei blacks into a responsible self-governing nation were impressive and can only be attributed to a "Western" life style imposed by those people who now, for the most part, live at a mere subsistence level. South Africa is spending vast sums of money in grants supplementing the meager existing tax base. One interesting fact is that all white South Africans within the new nation have been bought out by the federal government and their holdings taken over by the government corporation, which in turn is training the Transkei to take over these farms and businesses at which time it reviles them to the blacks on long term low interest rate loans. Although this is part of the separation-of-nationality doctrine to which many object, it will bring independence to millions of blacks, most of whom wish to be separate from the whites.

**Tuesday 12/17/75**

We flew to Durban, still further north and nearer to the equator, where our own old friends, Danie Burger and Fannie De Pieteris greeted us. Added to this duo was a 27 year old and slightly baling, successful young South African businessman by the name of Fannie Van Zyl, who some track nuts may remember for his two running tours of the U.S. in '72 and '73 when he took on, and vanquished, the world's top stars from 900 m to 5,000 m. He had best performances of 1:44.8 800m, and 13:15.5 5,000 m. More important, he beat all of our best U.S. athletes at the time. The tragedy of Fannie Van Zyl was that South Africa was barred from the '72 Olympics and he missed his chance to prove himself as a World Class Runner at Munich.

That afternoon we drove north to a small Hindu town surrounded by sugar cane fields covering a rolling landscape. Due to natural rainfall, no irrigation is necessary, as in Hawaii; but the cane, as is the pineapple, is much smaller than in the Islands. Also, anyone who has seen the cane operations in Hawaii would be amazed to observe the hand operations employed due to a government policy to provide work for the blacks and farmers living in great numbers in the area.

**Wednesday 12/17/75**

This proved a most interesting day as Danie drove us to the Hindu section of Durban. (This is the largest congregation of Indians outside India itself with approximately a million and a half Hindus living within 150 kilometers of Durban.) There we passed through countless shops, bazaars and arcades, cheek-a-block with people, some of whom were various shades of brown - all hawking their merchandise and ready to bargain.

We were most intrigued by the Indian curry booths where the spices turmeric, fenell, red pepper, marials and others too exotic to name were piled high in colorful containers of red, yellow, orange and brown, the magnon seem to be spicing the air everywhere. We visited the major market and the market in Muriel Street which were bustling with people. We made a special purchase to a Hindu merchant who sold us a kilo (2.2 lbs.) of curry for 1.50 rand (about $1.75), especially formulating at our request, it has a mild curry. This proved a wise random since subsequent use of the spice indicated that it was extremely hot by U.S. standards. We also purchased various bottles of mango chutney as well as a special combination of spices for marinating meat and another package of spices to be sautéed with chopped onion, then folded into white rice just prior to serving. Since some of the curries are labeled "atomic bomb" and "Hell fire," we opted for the "mild". At another stand we purchased a large springbok (national animal of South Africa) hide with the beautiful white underside, brown stripes on the flanks and beige back. Running down to the tail is a beautiful ruff or main of white hair about 2 inches long, which, when flexed, stands erect. These hides can be purchased for as little as 8 to 10 rand. We paid 15 for our specimen due to its larger size and quality. We looked at Zebra hides which run 100 rand and up (100 rand = $84.00). We negotiated the Hindu merchant down to 90 rand but didn't make the purchase. Later we lunched at an excellent Indian Restaurant, after walking down a paper strewn alley and upstairs, where we ate in air-conditioned comfort and enjoyed an excellent luncheon of fruit drink (Hindus don't partake of alcohol) and a combination of lamb, chicken, egg and rice with various meat curries all deliciously flavored and not at all hot. Most Indian restaurants will ask you whether you want hot, medium or mild curry for serving. Following our lunchen, we returned to the Holiday Inn to dress for our visit with Mr. G. J. Knoop, Minister of Sport and Recreation, and of Mines (two portfolios) as well as a member of Parliament, who was vacationing some 70 kilometers south of Durban at his beach cottage. The minister and his wife proved gracious and informal, immediately impressing us with their apparent sincerity. Mr. Knoop, a lecturer in social anthropology at the University in Pretoria and a member of Parliament, is apparently one of the more enlightened members of the cabinet holding the important portfolios of Interior, Mines (South Africa's most important industry) and Sport. This nation is sport crazy and it is extremely significant that the government recognizes the fact by having a Minister of Sport and Recreation which encourages and oversees all aspects of sport and

Continued on page 6
A FEVER RUNNING THROUGH THE STREETS

This Oregon city is so exercised about track that one out of every nine residents ponders the pavement daily.

In the first race Debbie Quartier leads all entries in an American record in the 5,000 meters while Lidi Ledbetter and running pal Janet Heilbroner, 23, struggle at the back of the pack. They tie for last place. "Now, if I had outkicked you, everybody would have thought I was a real ager," says Janet.

Francis Larriva and Steve Prefontaine set American records in the mile and three-mile respectively, and Rick Whittaker, up on his toes like a sprinier and knees pumping like a drum major’s, flies to a World record 800.

At noon the meet begins with the last of the running meet, now, not getting dark and chilly as well. But people are pulling on jackets and pouring onto the infield to form a ring on the grass around the high-jump pit.

Love of Oregon outdoors, including Girl Scout Officering and Pop inventor Dick Feddy put up the crossbar, Dwight Stones psyche himself up for three tries at 7’5.” But those three times the bar falls; it is the women’s turn. There is very little light, and the ring of people move closer to watch as Joan Hurlt, 17, of Sheridan, Oregon, puts her own American record by leaping 6.5. Then, at last, everyone goes home.

Now Geoff Hollister, who organizes the road runs, signals that we’re about to begin. “Like to point out some of the people running today,” he says (Hollister tends to do things like this) and proceeds to introduce the mayor, a couple of Olympians and some pro football players. The sky is overcast and the breeze cool. In singles and shorts, I have to keep moving to stay warm.

When you should all keep in mind, Hollister says, “that a train is due to cross High Street at about,” he looks at his watch, “at about 8:30.”

Cries of “Let’s get started!”

And so we begin, running pell-mell down the road. “Let gravity do the work,” is sage downhill running advice, to let it do the work, passing more cautious souls who seems to trying to put on the brakes.

Janet Heilbroner turns as I draw alongside, and is always tell it’s you by your breathing,” she says. "How’s your hay fever?” Before I answer, my legs have carried me away. Overgrown pastures and vacant less flash pass. In one sits an airplane without wings. Stocky horses prance in long grass. My Lord, I’m passing people I can’t possibly beat. But the first uphill undo all the distance my freewheeling gained, and I find myself plodding. We pass a girl sitting on the sidewalk, leaning against a telephone pole, who gestures at us with a bare bice. "I don’t believe this,” she says, “Do you believe this? I don’t believe this.” A pale guy in white sweat pants has been talking me for a mile, but won’t pass. His breathing is artificaly and distracting. I get some kind of cram under my collar bone and gradually fade back. A puppy marks Hi-speed wheezing by and shouts, "Run, Don’t walk!” At times like this I wish I wore a sign that said, “I have diarrhea, don’t mind me, damn it, shut up and get out of my way.”

White Pants is still wheezing along. Two hundred yards from the finish my neighbor by the side of the road, his race already won. I am tired and bitchy and think to myself, “Kenyon, don’t you dare tell me to go after him and don’t run with me,” and I keep my eyes on the ground. I look up. My only jai hatters, “Great run, Bobbie!” which turns out to be exactly the right thing. I quick White Pants and finish 154th. White Pants convince I beat everyone else. In 1973 several of us—allicherely older than 13—decided that we would try to break six minutes for the mile. For the first time we began to do workouts on the track, to train our unwilling bodies to move faster than normal jogging pace. Oxygen debt was novel and not particularly pleasant, but fitful. mutual support, and a newly discovered competitiveness kept us going. Two of the women came close to breaking six in the Cooper and Conni Marley, wife of Olympic steeplechase Mike Marley, now I could get under 6.12. Nevertheless, our times had come down each week and we were determined to try again.

Since 1957 the Oregon Track Club’s five-week All Comers series has attracted quasi-athletes, real athletes and just plain runners like me “We wanted to offer athletes the opportunity to try a lot of different events without the pressure of coaching,” says Bob Hurlt, the school principal and, along with Bill Bowerman, one of the originators of the program. “It provides an opportunity for athletes out of school to get some competition.”

The first year about 75 kids participated. In the last couple of years 400 to 500 people compete each week. “At first,” says Newland, “we had age group divisions like seven-and-10 and 15, but that was too wide a spread. All the older kids were winning. Since we wanted to have lots of winners and some real encouragement, we narrowed the gap to two years. That meant lots more ribbons, and everybody seems determined to have one.”

In 1975 George Burleson, fifth in the Olympic 1,500 meters in Tokyo, coming up after a race to demand his ribbon.”

“Guess the more people we have, the more we compound some of the problems,” says Tom Ragland, now chief organizer of the meet. “But usually I’m so busy out there I don’t notice.”

Shortly before five o’clock Ragland sets up the registration table at the south end of Hayward Field. Wearing a carpenter’s overalls and helping with stopwatchs, pencil, tape measures, clips for the starting pin, Ragland is everywhere: raking sand in the long-jump pit, setting up hurdles, checking people in at the finish of the longer races, lining up kids for the sprints.

Dozens of three-foot-tall people run around in bright yellow and orange track club gear in green letters across the front. Some of the shirts also have names printed across the back. One boy is apparently wearing a "Zelda.

The Thursday meet is a wonder to me. There was nothing like this in my childhood: owners of children running organized races, long jumpers, putting

Continued on page 8
A BLACK AMERICAN VISITS SOUTH AFRICA
by Dave Jackson

I am taking this rare opportunity to share my experiences of South Africa with all Master athletes and particularly with my Black Brethren. I shall preface my comments by saying that when Danie Burger and Fanie du Plessis invited me to come to their country on a fact-finding trip, I was well aware of the apartheid policy of the South African Government and on returning, I am even more aware of them. I will never condone such practices nor any others by any other government that denies the individual opportunity for personal growth and freedom.

I could fill this whole Newsletter with negative things about South Africa, but this is also true of any country, if I am only looking for the negative. I did, however, go to South Africa looking for both, the negative and positive. I was not disappointed. I found much of both. I am being a realist when I say that progress, or lack of it, depends entirely on the eyes of the beholder.

Cynthia, my wife, and I met with many people of goodwill and this has encouraged us to take our entire family to South Africa this coming December.

We, as both black and white Americans, can best serve as the conduit for communications between the peoples of the Republic of South Africa. At present, not too much of this is going on. But let me make it perfectly clear that we should not go to South Africa with the idea that we have the solution to their racial problems. Since we are not politicians, our only contribution towards bringing about a positive and permanent change in South Africa's way of life is through the medium of sport.

Diary to continue

Dinner is announced - Kruger Park
In this respect, five track meets have been scheduled during the three-week tour (now being prepared by Helen & David Pain, with plenty of time allotted for side trips). If you are able to go on the tour, I personally invite you to join me in using some of your free time to conduct Track and Field clinics for the real "Future" of the Republic of South Africa — it's youth.

Our main South African traveling companion and host was one of my long lost relatives, Leslie Sehume, the Executive Secretary for the Committee for Fairness in Sport, a non-government organization, privately funded. By sponsoring our trip, the CFFS hoped to bring attention to its stated objectives, which are:

To bring to the attention of the outside world evolution and development which is taking place in South Africa;

We arrived at Kruger National Park via chartered Cessna.

We receive a lesson in lawn bowling, one of South Africa's major sports.

On our trip last December with the Pains, our itinerary included visits to Johannesburg, Kimberley (home of the famous Diamond Mines), Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East London, Umtata, (where we met Mr. Kinkana, the Black Minister of Education for the province of the Transkei, which will become a Black nation within the Republic of South Africa in October of this year) and Kruger National Park, (a real Wild Animal Reserve). We had a wonderful time and enjoyed traveling with Helen and David Pain. If you have not traveled with David, you have not traveled. This guy has so much energy that he can put a five year old to shame.

To assist sports organizations or individuals to explore their potential and bring about improvement;

To bring to the attention of ALL South Africans the importance of sport and its role in building improved race relations and a healthy citizenry.

For additional information on the CFFS, you may contact Leslie Sehume at:

P.O. Box 23937 Joubert Park 2044
Republic of South Africa

Leslie stated to me that the foreign non-white can best contribute to the advancement of the South African non-white by just coming to South Africa and conducting himself as he would at home.

While in South Africa, we met with Dr. Koornhof, the Minister of Sports, and Prof. Dr. Botha, the president of the South African AAU. Both gentlemen eased my mind on the question of segregated seating at our track meets. There will be no segregated seating. Our team will be extended all the courtesies to make us feel comfortable and to move about freely.

South Africa's magnificent beaches are dispoled by signs such as this.

Leslie Sehume (left) shows us $300,000 Olympic size pool built exclusively for non-whites.

Please feel free to contact me direct if you have any questions that can be answered on a one to one basis.

Call (213) 638-7125 (evenings & weekends)

or

Write 19103 S. Andmark Avenue, Carson, Calif. 90746

Lastly, I want to thank Danie Burger, Fanie du Plessis, and all the rest of those wonderful South African people who made us feel quite at home. We first met Danie and Fanie while in White Plains. Here started a relationship that Cynthia and I now consider a beautiful and lasting friendship.
The shot: swarms of parents with stop-watches running on the infield, grinning manically or shouting themselves hoarse from their shoulders. Where would I be today if I'd had that?

Clustered around Mike Manley at the long-jump pit are the six-and-underkm. Mike's own girls are among the jumpers, and he is good at encouraging and directing everyone: "Run hard and jump far or you get sent!" He stamps and points to the take-off spot, several inches beyond the red board, to ensure that kids will at least make it into the sand. Style and sophistication at this age are often undefined. One boy, running and pointing his leg low, and leaning forward precariously, is so excited by Manley's cries that he jumps twice before taking off, and the final skip is anticlimactic.

Geoff Manley, three, grinning hugely, forgets to jump at all and runs right through the pit, quite satisfied. Jason Manley, four, also grinning positively, causes the faces in the crowd, jumps and falls down and gets up looking betrayed. His trip to the long jump traverses through the comforting arms of his mother.

Jon Goldfinger, a quiet, round-faced child wearing hand-me-down green sash in shorts and a white-ribbon singlet, takes a very purposeful stance when his name is called and runs as if he knows just what he's doing. He draws "Abhi" from the crowd and eventually wins the four-and-under competition.

One particularly hot day everyone under five has red Kool-Aid stains around the mouth. Two little children sit at the end of the long-jump pit, oblivious to everything, hugging and kissing each other with Kool-Aid lips.

Huge cheers from Friday: the fastest of the jogger's mile had 65 people in it. Connie tried for six minutes in the slow heat and did 6:08. I tried for my six minutes in the open heat, running dead last, and did 6:50. I think if Connie and I had been in that race together, we might have made it. I was amazed at how good I felt. Kenny keeps telling me that I have to run harder, that's all supposed to hurt.

Franks, I'd rather feel not too bad like that.

Lil Ledbetter ran the two-mile, aiming for 12 minutes. We watched her lead a section of men twice her height and three times her age. Connie said, "She's breaking the wind—for their legs."

After finishing in 11:56 Lil was surrounded by quiet-spoken boys about her size. No one was ravenous, simply appreciative and pleased for her good run.

The 6-year-olds start at the start and wave to everyone waiting for them at the finish. The 10-year-olds stretch and shake and succumb to their nerves.

"Runners, take your marks." "I don't feel ready for this, I feel sick," confides a 5-year-old.

"Bang! The boy swallows and gets ready."

Bang! Now the 8-year-old girls are up. They all have on bright white and those jaunty bracelets and they all jump on "set," receiving a stern lecture from Wade, who decides to change his lineup.

"Jumpers-take-your-marks-and-set." Bang!

At the finish line, timers and pickers are trying to keep up with the rapid-fire results. Confusion reigns, infuriated by lists passed by parents, friends and siblings who descend on the track to congratulate or console.

Mother trying to persuade 4-year-old daughter to run the 440, calms: "Kristin, you've run it. Tell Lisa. It isn't hard, is it?"

Four-year-old Lisa, later, to her pal Jon Goldfinger: "Are you running for me or for the other girls?"

Joan: "For the other girls."

Lisa (with big blue eyes): "Jon: (Grin and uplifted chin) "I am." -Liza: "OK, then, I'm not running for you either."

In the first two meets of the summer, people run for Jon have lots to celebrate. He was the long-jump as well as the high-jump of the 50 and the 200. Then, between the second and third meets, he moves in and moves into another age group. Blue ribbons suddenly get scarce. In the last meet of both, he doesn't win any first places and sits dejected on the grass, responding to sympathy with silence.

While Jon suffers the trauma of growing up, Tegan the long-jump runner on his team, comes into his own in the four-and-under group. The first time he gets a blue ribbon he claps his hands and gives his tiny face a radiant.

There were about eight or 10 women who wanted to run the mile, so we had our own race after the men's open race. Five of us were right on pace at the quarter, but then Mary Ann and Ona, who were in the lead, slowed down, and I had to go around them just after the 660. Suddenly it seemed like a real race.

I was 1:53 at the half and 3:33 (with Connie right behind me) at the three-quarters. Mike hollered, "You have to run an 80." So I picked it up and strained to accelerate again when Kenny shouted, "Go at the 220!"

Coming into the homestretch, Connie was still behind me. I remember imagining invisible wires trailing from the back of my head to pull her along. I knew we could do it.

I crossed the line and staggered onto the infield. Kenny came over and told me my time: 5:55.9. I must've seen 1:40—I was glad—but mostly I was wiped out. My eyes felt as if they were going to pop.

Connie and I turned around to recover. Her husband said, rather sheepishly, that he had timed her in 6:00.2, "I jumped up and down and shook the watch, but that's what it says," Mike said. But I know he had to be right. I saw Connie cross the line behind me. I say we both broke it.

A little boy, was psyched up and frenetic. So I ran in the 220 with Corin Holister, nipping her at the finish. And then I jumped into the two-mile, which I knew was a mistake after three laps. But even the horror isn't as bad as the last lap didn't come between me.

Now that I've done it I don't have to be so nervous anymore. Trying to down to 5:40 won't be nearly so terrifying. But I suppose if ever get close to five minutes it'll be the same story as this time. There's something about breaking a minute barrier.

Today I ran 5:49.5. Marvelous, marvelous results. Something that'll be something that'll be that I'd run, and I kept stopping and saying, "4:49.5. Well, maybe someday."

Later some high school girls wanted to read my day. Somehow we managed to scrape together three teams, though we had to drag a stranger out of the stands to do it. I don't remember who won or even who was on my team. Two teams didn't have hands, a sign of the times, and I think I came in last. But we had a great time.

The sun began to go down, and by the time the 22xs were run it had to be hard to see across the infield. Children dug holes in the sand of the long-jump pits. A slender boy in a blue turtleneck and long pants executed a series of slow, graceful cartwheels, casting long shadows on the grass. Someone finished the 220, and his 10-year-old friend asked, "Don't you feel tired in the leg?" One ponytail girl asked another, "Are you glad you came?" And now, age group, proclaimed, "I got first-place ribbon yesterday in the 220!"

"Terrific! How fast did you run?" an adult asked.

"As fast as I could," the younger answered.

by Sports Illustrated

MARCH 1976 AGE GROUP

RECORDS NOW AVAILABLE

COVERS MEN

40 YEARS OLD AND UP.

PRICE: $2.00 EACH

PLUS 25c postage and handling

SEND TO:

U.S.M.T.T.
1951 CABLE STREET
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92107

Monday, March 15, 1976

Track The Boston Globe

US Masters Meet


#3 U.S.M.T.T. PATCH (Not Shown)
Red, White & Blue
Price: $4.00

Below:
#5 FUN 'T' SHIRT
Red, White & Blue panels.
100% Cotton. Hand wash.
Price: $5.00 S/M/L/XL

Above:
#6 TRAINING 'T' SHIRT
Heavy duty white cotton.
Blue trim, sleeves & neck.
Colorfast --- Preshrunk
Good for informal wear as well.
Price: $5.00 S/M/L/XL

Not Shown
#7 TRAINING SHORTS
Heavy Cotton Twill,
w/Blue Trim.
Looks great with "T" shirt!
Price $5.00 S/M/L/XL

Below:
#8 TRAINING SOX
White w/Red Stripes.
Very Smart Looking!
Wears well. One size fits all!
Price: $4.00/pr.

Above:
#9 COMPETITION VEST & SHORTS
Vest: Blue w/White Trim.
Shorts: White w/Red Trim.
NYLON, Durable, perforated for ventilation. Super lightweight.
Wash & Dry in 1 hour.
Price: $24.00/set S/M/L/XL
................. $12.00/shorts; $12.00/vest

Above:
#10 SNAZZY TEAM BLAZER
Air Force Blue/Double Knit.
Won't wrinkle, packs well.
Tailor-made to your order.
U.S.M.T.T Patch Included.
Coordinate w/Grey, White or Red Slacks
Price: $100.00 (Order by Jacket size

Below:
#11 WOMEN'S/GIRLS' UNIFORM
Top: White Nylon, Red Trim
Shorts: Blue stretch Nylon.
Specially designed for the Ladies.
Fits comfortably and snug.
Price: $18.50/set Sizes: 8-16
$12.00/Top; $6.50/Shorts

PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1976
ORDER NOW!

Below:

#1. ALL NYLON SWEAT SUIT
   White, w/Red & Blue Trim
   MASTERS Patch included.
   Form fitting. (Order by suit size).
   Price: $40.00

#2. NYLON WINDBREAKER
   Red, lined, elastic cuffs,
   2-pockets, drawstring at
   hemline. Your name monogrammed
   above MASTERS Patch!
   Price: $25.00 S/M/L/XL

equipment order form

name __________________ date __________

telephone __________ address __________________

height ___ weight ___ waist ___ suit/jacket size ___

build= slender ___ med. ___ stocky ___ x-lge. ___

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item no.</th>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF ORDER TOTALS UNDER $20.00 ADD $1.50 for HANDLING AND POSTAGE; OVER $20.00
ADD $2.50. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO U.S.M.T.T., 1951 CABLE ST., SAN DIEGO, CA 92107

UNITED STATES MASTERS TRACK TEAM
A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
1951 CABLE ST.,
SAN DIEGO, CA 92107
DAVID H.R. PAINE
(714) 222-0505 --225-9555
April
2
National AAU Pentathlon Championship (also special weight pentathlon)
Bob Boal (919) 556-4323 Box 5576 State Univ. Station Raleigh, N.C.
27607
3 - 4
S.E. Master T & F Meet N. Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, North Carolina
10 -11
N. Zealand Vets T & F Championships 40 and over and women's events
plus Sub-Masters, Porrit Stadium, Hamilton, N.Z. Contact Sports Travel
4869 B Santa Monica Blvd., San Diego, Calif 92107 (714) 225-9555
for details
13 - 20
USMTC tour to Hawaii, Hawaiian Masters T&F Championship and 15 km
road race. Housing and R/T Jet airfare LAX/Hawaii $249.50 and up.
Contact Sports Travel - 4869 B Santa Monica Blvd., San Diego, Calif.
92107 (714) 225-9555
24
Fletcher Marathon, Rotorua, New Zealand. (Magnificent scenic course
around lake in N. Zealand's picturesque thermal area.)
Contact Sports Travel International 4869 B Santa Monica Blvd.,
San Diego, Calif. 92107 (714) 225-9555 for details. Deadline for entry
4/14/76
May
1
First Annual Golden State Masters T & F Championship. Porterville,
Calif. Sub-Masters, Women 30-plus. Porterville College, 900 S. Main,
Porterville, Calif. 93257. Deadline for entries 4/24/76
15 - 16
Sixth Annual Grandfather Games L.A. Valley College - George Kar
16750 Index Street, Granada Hills, Calif. 91344. Sub-masters, Masters
and Women
22
AAU Distance 20-kilo road race. East Potomac Park, Haines Place, Wash-
ington, D.C. Contact Don Dalzell, 4977 Doppler Road, Camp Springs,
Maryland 20031
June
6
AAU Distance. 30-kilo road race. Glovesville, N.Y. Contact Warren
Dennis, 40 N. Main Street, Glovesville, N.Y. 12078
19 - 20 (Sat. & Sun.)
Western Regional AAU Masters San Diego State University San Diego,
Calif. Masters, Sub-Masters, Women. Write Sports Travel Int'l for
details: 4869 B Santa Monica Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92107
20
Carmel Classic - Senior Mile (only) 30 and over Chuck Koeppen, 147
Park Lane, Carmel, Indiana 46032 (317) 844-1823 (evenings)
July
(Through the 30th)
AAU Distance, 1 hour (postal). Contact John Brennand, 4476 Meadowlark
Lane, Santa Barbara, Calif 93105
2 - 4
AAU Masters T & F Championships Mt. Hood Community College,
Gresham, Oregon 97030, Jim Puckett, Track (503) 666-1561
Sub-Masters, Masters in 6 yrs. age divisions to age 70, plus 70 and over.
Women 40 and over in 100, 200, 500, 1500, 10,000 m and L.I. only.
10 - 11
AAU Masters Decathlon Championships. Mt. Hood Community College
Gresham, Oregon 97030, Jim Puckett
August
1
Twenty-first Annual Pike's Peak Marathon Rudy Fahl, 559 Pleasant Valley
Shopping Center, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904 or Walt Stack 321
Collingwood Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94114 — deadline for entries
7/31/76
(date to be announced)
Pike's Peak Y Training Camp, Catamount Ranch 7/19-7/24 and 7/26-
7/31 at 9000' 16 miles trails. Run starts at 6,300' and tops out 14,000'.
Open to top Rick Trujillo 1975 13.5 miles 2:01:47 26.8 miles
(up and down) 3:31:05.
(date to be announced)
Hal Higdon High Altitude Training Camp Runners Mecca, Box 2186, Mesa,
Arizona 85204 (601) 834-0496
November
5 - 19
USMTC British Tour
7 - 8
British Vets T & F Championships. Midlands
11
AAU Distance 50 miles road race. Central Park, N.Y. Contact Vincent
J. Chiapetta, 2 Washington St., Village, N.Y. 10012
14
World Veteran 10,000 m. Road Championships. Rugby, Warwickshire,
England. (Men over 40, women over 35)
National Masters AAU Cross Country Championship, Belmont, Calif.
(no change of date) Len Wallach, 1660 Continental Way No. 131,
Belmont, Calif. 94002
15
For details, contact Sports Travel International at: 4869 B Santa Monica
Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92107
In keeping with our policy of printing differing views, the USMTT publishes the following letter by team member Al Sneezer. In attempting to give to the "other side of the picture," Al doesn't challenge our basic contention that the best way to help bring about change in South Africa is not by boycott but by active demonstration.

The Editor

March 11, 1976
Dave:

I'm very pleased that you were able to arrange for USMTT to tour South Africa this winter, and I hope to be able to join you on the trip.

But in reading your South Africa Diary in the February newsletter, it sounded so pleasant and idyllic that I almost forgot that South Africa, notwithstanding its beautiful scenery and architecture, is, on the bottom line, a racist country.

While we naturally want to enjoy the beauty of the country, and understand the social progress that apparently is being made, I feel that all of us should be aware, when we arrive in Johannesburg, of the true situation that exists. Only armed with relevant facts will we be able to comprehend what we see and hear, and sort out the truth from the close and painful whic the South African public relations experts will certainly attempt to foist upon us.

"Last Grave at Dimbaza," a film examining South Africa's policy of apartheid, was recently shown on the Public Broadcasting Service. It was filmed illegally in South Africa and then smuggled out of the country. It aroused much controversy and won awards at film festivals around the world, including the G nome International Short Film Festival and the Mannheim Festival. "Le Monde" described the film as "the most remarkable documentary" shown at the 1974 Cannes Film Festival. "Last Grave at Dimbaza" depicts what it's like for the black people of South Africa to be on the receiving end of the white government's apartheid policies. The film documents that South Africa is one of the richest and most industrialized nations in the world. Its total population is just under 25 million, but the lives of its 17.7 million blacks, 2.505,000 "colored" (mixed blood) and 709,000 Asians are totally controlled by the white minority of just over four million.

Eighty-seven percent of the country is reserved for the whites and called South Africa. The remaining thirteen percent, made up of about 100 pieces of land, have been re-named the Bantustans, the so-called homelands for blacks. All the principal towns, mineral resources and industry are in the white area, as is most of the productive farmland. Currently, 8 million blacks live in the white area. Those who work for the whites live in segregated ghettos outside the cities where they work. Over 50 percent of their families—wives and children—live in the Bantustans and only see their husbands one month out of the year. The government's official justification for splitting up black families is that "black workers must not be burdened with superfluous appendages like women and children."

A government report estimated that the Bantustans could provide a subsistence living for only 2% million people. Yet already, 7 million people are forced to live there in what one South African black leader has described as "camps of poverty, ignorance and disease."

The wealth of South Africa is built on the supply of cheap black labor. Numerous foreign companies, including many American firms, operate in the country. Black gold miners earn $3.00 a week while their white counterparts make 16 times as much. No black can hold a position higher than a white in a factory.

In 1970-71, the cost of producing one British-Leland automobile was $400 per worker in South Africa. In Britain and Europe it was $2000 per worker. Cheap labor produces Rolls Royce engines, British Buick cars and, in defiance of a United Nations resolution, French Mirage jets. The single-sex labor camps and a 22% unemployment rate among blacks are causing growing labor unrest.

Under South Africa's "master and servant laws," a black in many industries can go to jail for being absent from work, for trying to change his job before his contract expires, or for refusing to obey a command. Black trade unions are not recognized and almost all strikes are illegal. There is not one black apprentice in the country.

(Letter - continued)

The South African minister of Bantu affairs has determined that "Africans miles from their homelands have no rights whatsoever in South Africa. They are only in South Africa to sell their labor." All blacks over the age of 15 must carry passbooks stating the area they are permitted to live in and the kind of work they are permitted to do. Six million blacks have been arrested at one time or another under the "Pass Laws," the last ten years—more than half the total black adult population.

In 1970, $330 was spent on each white child's education. $20 was spent on each black's education. Forty-five percent of blacks don't go to school. Those who do must pay. Education is free for whites. In school, blacks are taught that "equality is not for them."

The black infant mortality rate is 15 times the white rate. One black child in three is dead at the age of one.

In a given hour, six black families in South Africa will be thrown out of their homes, sixty blacks will be arrested under the "Pass Laws," and sixty black children will die of the effects of malnutrition. During the same hour, the gold mining companies will make a profit of $300 million a year on the military. It spends $161 million on black education.

I look forward to visiting South Africa. But I hope we go with some sense of the enormity of the injustice and economic slavery being perpetrated by one of the most repressive power structures in human history.

Best regards,
Al

MORCOM SPARKLES IN MASTERS TRACK

By John Ahern
Globe Staff

Here they were dashing around and you had to wonder if the Capital Set was up to this stuff. There's no way that athletes over 40—even one of them up to age 70—should be exposing themselves to heart failure or even acute shortness of breath. Worry not. A flock of 227 senior athletes took part in the Masters National at Tufts yesterday and there were performances that belied belief.

Bob Morcom was there. That's Richmond "Bob" Morcom of Brain-tree, U. of New Hampshire, the 1948 Olympic team and the world's 54 now and looks about 32. And he was entered in three events. So he won the pole vault at 13 ft. 6 in. only a foot lower than his best 35 years ago. He won the long jump at 18 ft. 5 in. and that was his undoing. He hurt his foot and scratched the high jump. He couldn't understand it.

Nor could Richard Bredenbeck from Cleveland, San Diego and other ports. He won the mile in his division and his time was 6:07.

"I can run faster than that," he muttered. "Can do much better. I'm embarrassed," Bredenbeck also is 70 years old and the oldest entry in yesterday's show.

Nat Heard of Marion was disappointed in his time despite winning the 60-yard dash. He was Newton High '35, Harvard and then picked up this Masters bit on the Coast. "It was 6.7, no good," he said. Still, he won as he did in the shot and hammer in the 55-59 group. The high jump? "I can't high jump anyway."

Rita Leman of Turkey hadn't a complaint in the world. Today he's 62 and thought his days of athletic glory had gone the way of Little Sheba, a Turkish belly dancer of World War I vintage. So he did win his 90-year-old race.

The 75-year-old George Braceland, an engineer from Philadelphia, would get the MVP Award if there were one for the 80-94 bracket. He did win the dash, the hurdles, the two mile walk and the 900-yard run and finished third in the 35 lb. hammer throw. The aging process breaks you down.

But Charlie Ingalis, 66, of Nashua, was out of sorts. He had planned to compete in the dash, 300 high jump, hurdles and pole vault. But last week he broke his right wrist playing in only his 103rd basketball game of the season.
MEMETIC CONVERTERS AVAILABLE

Champion Products, from whom we get our uniforms, has made available to USMTT slide rules capable of quickly converting yards to meters in both time and distance. There are three separate computers available.

These converters enable you to instantly convert feet to meters, or vice versa, and to compute the equivalent time for the metric equivalent distance. For example, a 6:00 mile equals 4:40 1500m, and a 55 sec. 440 equals 54.9 400m.

Converters available:

(1) Sprinting (100Y/100m) (220Y/200m) (120Y/H/110m/H)
(440Y/400m)

(2) Distance Running (880Y/900m) (1 Mile/1500m) (3M/5km)
(6M/10km)

(3) Field events (Jumping & Throwing)

Price — $5.00 per slide rule. Order by number (1), (2) or (3). Fits easily in your athletic bag.

NAME ________________________________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________________

CITY __________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ________

ORDER NUMBER _______ QUANTITY _______

PLEASE ADD $1.00 FOR HANDLING AND POSTAGE IF BILL IS UNDER $2.00, OTHERWISE ADD $2.00. MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO U.S.M.T.T., 1951 CABLE ST., SAN DIEGO, CAL. 92107

CALENDAR - continued DECEMBER

17

USMTT tour to South Africa JANUARY - 1977

9

Masters, Sub-Masters and Women Write Sports Travel, 4869 B Santa Monica Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92107 for details. Send deposit of $100.00 for reservation.

12

Fourth Annual Honolulu Marathon, also AAU National Masters Marathon. Contact Sports Travel at 4869 B Santa Monica Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92107 for details.

Date to be announced:

AAU Distance 26-mile Road Race. YMCA 63rd St. NYC. Central Park West. Contact Fred Lebow, Box 881, FDR Station, N.Y. 10022

ATTENTION... ATTENTION... ATTENTION...

If you have not — I repeat, have not — sent in your renewal for your membership ($6.00) CUT-OFF DATE IS WITH

THIS ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER! We are still processing some of those that have been sent in, either new or renewed so if you have renewed (or are new) and have not yet received your membership card — it will be in the mail soon.

DO NOT PANIC!! But those of you who have not renewed, please PANIC and rush to your mail boxes with your $6.00 renewal check or this is the last issue you will receive.

Thank you for your continued support!!!

D.H.R.P.

FALSE STARTS - continued

Tom competed in TORONTO, garnering a fifth in the discus, third in the shot, and second in the hammer. His main claim to fame, however, is that he weighs a size 15D shoe, and he had to order a special extra-extra large Masters windbreaker in order to fit him... One should consider the possibility of pulmonary emboli in the lungs following a running injury where internal bleeding is sustained. HALL WALLACE recently spent 2 days in the hospital being monitored with blood-thinners due to emboli in his lungs following a calf injury suffered at WHITE PLAINS... On the other side, we see where USMTT member ALEX (ALEXANDRA) BOIES, was recently elected President of the Minnesota Distance Runners Association. Alex, you may recall, spent her honeymoon with USMTT member Dr. LARRY BOIES, and both participated in the 1972 USMTT tour to Europe. Since then, Alex has become a dedicated distance runner and has competed in both the BOSTON and PIKE'S PEAK MARATHONS... Speaking of female administrators, NICKIE HOBSO is current President of the San Diego Track Club, probably the largest such club in the U.S.... One would think that a 55 year-old doctor who sees an average of 25 to 30 patients a day, would be satisfied with a Wednesday afternoon round of golf. Not 55 year-old Dr. RICHARD PARKINSON, of INDIO, CALIFORNIA, who recently won a gold medal in the USSTF Winter Decathlon meet in GLENDALE in his division. Although his valet effort of 17 1/2 ft. was rather mediocre, he ran a most creditable 13.7 100, 25.7 200, and 5:44 1500. Besides his involvement in track, he has served two terms of duty in Viet Nam with the AMA's volunteer medical team. From a LAN WOOD'S, The Master Walker, we glean an excellent thought with respect to running and walking injuries sustained on collision with automobiles, pointing out that most auto insurance policies cover you in such a situation even though you are not driving. A very cheap coverage for us frequent pedestrians is called "30Y" or "Death, Dismemberment, and Disability. Another applicable coverage maybe your Uninsured Motorist (UM) endorsement — compulsory in some states, optional in others — which will cover you in hit-and-run situations or when struck by an unidentified, uninsured motorist. COREEN SCHLEGAL writes that 1300 gathered for the 100th anniversary Hall of Fame dinner in Bakersfield, California, where eight persons were inducted to the Kern County Hall of Fame. Included was none other than our 71 year-old USMTT member SING LUM, who still performs remarkably well in the sprints up to 400 meters. We also learned that the Lum's family and friends recently celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary by giving them a "nest egg" towards the expenses of their contemplated SOUTH AFRICAN trip with the USMTT this year... The February issue of Runner's World features marathoning, listing all of the major U.S. marathons, outstanding performances and other relevant information. Featured in the article are JACKI HANSEN and her World Record 2 hr 38 min 19 sec marathon achieved in '76. Her's is listed as number one in the world for the marathon; followed by MIKI GORMAN, fifth, KATHI SWITZER, ninth. Listed 57th are USMTT members EILEEN WATERS (29), and 60th RUTH ANDERSON (48) with her 3 hr 10 min 10 sec. Ruth's goal is to break three hours and hopes to achieve it at the World Veterans Marathon in Coventry later this year... Incidentally, JACK FOSTER (NZ) now 43 years of age, is ranked 14th in the all time men's list of marathoners with his incredible 2 hr 11 min 18 sec scored in '74. To our knowledge, there is not another age 40 plus runner in the world who can come within 15 minutes of that effort.

USMTT — 24-hour Relay

San Diego, Cal. The S.D.T.C. sponsored the 1st BILL HARGUS 24-hour Memorial Relay on Saturday, February 28, 1976. Bill, as you may recall, was a USMTT member who died in 1975 at age 56. Bill had totally revised his life style — by taking up running — following a near fatal heart attack nearly eight years ago.

A team of 10 USMTT members, all 50 years of age and older, with the oldest being 64 year old JOHN MANTOYA, (featured in the January USMTT newsletter) managed 21 miles apiece and a total mileage of 211, just a fraction of a mile behind the existing Men's 50 and over record held by the Rochester Track Club.

Top team runner was JOHN LAFFERTY, (45) who averaged a sub six minute pace. The team averaged better than 6:48/mile for the 24-hour test, and placed 9th out of 14 teams.

If you like challenges, attempt the 24-hour relay run. A special bonus is the camaraderie developed between the runners as they suffer through this demanding physical test.
ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT
U.S. MASTERS TOURS

TO

HAWAII – EASTER?
Sorry, too late –
Except wait list

ENGLAND – AUGUST ’79
Some charters are already full

SOUTH AFRICA – DECEMBER?
Looks like price is to be around $15-1600.
We still hope for less:

SWEDEN – AUGUST ’79
No general public charter flights are allowed into Scandinavia. If you are interested to have us contract for special affinity charter, we must have your reservation immediately

PLEASE fill out enclosed envelope and
MAIL TODAY!

STAMP
APR 12
1975

Return Address:
U.S. MASTERS INTERNATIONAL TRACK TEAM
(A NON-PROFIT CORP.)
1961 CABLE STREET
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92107

TO:

Mr. James Fields
P.O. Box 4326
Fullerton, CA 92634

Vacation Assistance

IS AVAILABLE

TO ALL MEMBERS OF
U.S. MASTERS TRACK TEAM

For Information Call

Sports Travel
International Ltd.

4869 Santa Monica Ave. “B”
San Diego, California 92107

HOTELS*CAR RENTAL*TRAIN*SHIP*BUS
WE CAN BOOK YOUR AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
&
WRITE YOUR TICKETS

JUST PHONE
(714) 225-9555

Francis, Morgan, Williams
UNITED STATES
10c 12-1-76